Leading a successful Mandarin/MFL department
By Jennifer Buster

17 May 2013

Who are we?

What are we
looking at this
afternoon?

• Raising the profile of Mandarin
in schools
• Building a Team
• Teaching and Learning
• Monitoring and Evaluation
• Exam results and Interventions

PGCE students
NQTs
Aspiring Head of department
Head of Mandarin
Head of Languages
Senior Leadership Team

Raising profile - Opportunities
• Assemblies
• 4 main Chinese festivals

• Greetings
• China Trip
• Projects
• Celebration of Achievement
• Workshops
• Cross curricular work
• School website

Raising profile - Opportunities
•Assemblies
4 main Chinese festivals
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Chang'e decided to live on
the moon because it is
nearest to the earth.

17 May 2013

Mooncakes

月饼 yuè bǐng

There she lives a simple
and contented life. Even
though she is in Heaven,
her heart remains in the
world of mortals.

Mooncakes

月饼 yuè bǐng
Win a trip to Chinatown
– 8 winners
All entries will receive a lantern
Hand the posters in to Ms Buster / your Guardians
by 1st October

10th Annual Chinese Conference
IOE Confucius Institute for Schools
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Competition in Primary

Competition in Primary

It is also a time for
family reunions.
On this night, families
will go together to
scenic spots and parks
for moon appreciation
parties, and eating
mooncakes. Children
will be playing with
lanterns on this night.

Chinese New Year 2013
Red clothing is
preferred on New
Year’s Day. Red is
considered a
bright, happy
color, sure to bring
the wearer a
sunny and bright
future.

10th Annual Chinese Conference
IOE Confucius Institute for Schools
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The most popular greeting heard is

xin nian kuai le
gong si fa cai

About Dragon Boat Festival
Dragon Boat Festival is also known as ‘duan
wu jie’.

Raising profile - Opportunities
19th

June 2011 (10am-5pm)
London Regatta Centre
Royal Albert Docks
(opposite London City Airport)

Highlights of the day:
— Dragon Lion Dance
— Boat Race
— Children play area
— Chinese Food & Drinks
— Stage Entertainment
— Kung-Fu Demonstration
— Community Stalls

10th Annual Chinese Conference
IOE Confucius Institute for Schools

• Assemblies
• 4 main Chinese festivals

•Greetings
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Raising profile - Opportunities
• Assemblies
• 4 main Chinese festivals
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China Autumn Camp

• Greetings

Beijing and Chongqing

•China Trip

Raising profile - Opportunities


Assemblies
 4 main Chinese festivals



Greetings
China Trip
Projects
Celebration of Achievement
Workshops
Cross curricular work
School website








School Website

10th Annual Chinese Conference
IOE Confucius Institute for Schools

Raising profile - Opportunities
• Assemblies
• 4 main Chinese festivals
• Greetings
• China Trip
• Projects
• Celebration of Achievement
• Workshops
• Cross curricular work
• School website

School Website
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What are we
looking at this
afternoon?

• Raising the profile of Mandarin
in schools

• Building a Team
• Teaching and Learning
• Monitoring and Evaluation
• Exam results and Interventions

What are we
looking at this
afternoon?

• Raising the profile of Mandarin
in school
• Building a Team

• Teaching and Learning
• Monitoring and Evaluation
• Exam results and Interventions

T&L – Good teaching
• is about not always having a fixed agenda and
being rigid, but being flexible, fluid,
experimenting, and having the confidence to
react and adjust to changing circumstances. It’s
about getting only 10 percent of what you
wanted to do in a class done and still feeling
good. It’s about deviating from the course
syllabus or lecture schedule easily when there is
more and better learning elsewhere.

10th Annual Chinese Conference
IOE Confucius Institute for Schools
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Building a Team
• Clear shared vision that the team feel they have
ownership of

• Measurable short and long term goals and targets
• Positive ethos cultivating a positive supportive
environment

• Trust
• Dependability

T&L – Good teaching
• is as much about passion as it is about reason.
It’s about motivating students not only to learn,
but teaching them how to learn.
• is about listening, questioning, being responsive
and remembering that each student and class is
different. It’s about eliciting responses and
developing the oral communication skills of the
quiet students. It’s about pushing students to
excel.

T&L – Good teaching
• is also about style. Should good teaching be
entertaining? You bet!
Effective teaching is not about being locked with
both hands glued to a podium or having your eyes
fixated on a slide projector while you drone on.
Good teachers work the room and every student
in it. They realize that they are the conductors and
that the class is their orchestra. All students play
different instruments and at varying proficiencies.
A teacher’s job is to develop skills and make these
instruments come to life as a coherent whole to
make music.
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T&L – Good teaching

• good teaching is about humour. It’s about being
self-deprecating and not taking yourself too
seriously. It’s often about making innocuous
jokes, mostly at your own expense, so that the
ice breaks and students learn in a more relaxed
atmosphere where you, like them, are human
with your own share of faults and shortcomings.

T&L – Good teaching

• Good teaching is about caring, nurturing and
developing minds and talents. It’s about
devoting time, often invisible, to every student.

Teaching & Learning

• At the end of the day, good teaching is about
having fun, experiencing pleasure and intrinsic
rewards
• It’s about the former student who says your
course changed her life. It’s about another telling
you that your course was the best one he’s ever
taken. Good teachers practice their craft not for
the money or because they have to, but because
they truly enjoy it and because they want to.
Good teachers couldn’t imagine doing anything
else.

What are we
looking at this
afternoon?

• Learning Walks
• Open door policy
• Skills focus

• Sharing good practice
• Shared planning & resources
• Team teaching

• Strategic CPD (Continual Professional Development)
• Effective teaching should also be rewarded and poor teaching needs
to be remedied through training and development programs.

• Understanding Ofsted / HMC Criteria
• Progress based judgement

Monitoring & Evaluation
• Learning Walks

• Raising the profile of Mandarin
in school
• Building a Team
• Teaching and Learning

• Monitoring and Evaluation
• Exam results and Interventions

10th Annual Chinese Conference
IOE Confucius Institute for Schools

•
•
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Book monitoring
Homework monitoring
Differentiation
SOW

• Building Accountability
• Understanding and using data effectively
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Building Accountability

Building Accountability
Question
What has been the impact of strategies
employed by you/the department since the
last meeting?
How good has the overall progress in your
classes been since the previous meeting?

Comments

Evidence
Class

Teacher % of pupils
making
expected
progress

Strengths/weaknesses in
progress of different groups
(e.g. Most Able, Middle Ability,
SEN, EAL, FSM).

Comments/actions

What percentage of pupils are making
expected progress in each class?
What are the strengths and weaknesses for
progress for different groups of pupils in your
classes (e.g Most Able, Middle Ability, SEN,
EAL, FSM)? Can you explain them?
Have you identified underachievers in each
class? What strategies have you put in
place?
Is there any way the department can help you
increase the percentage of pupils making
expected progress?

Literacy Targets - 7H3

Understanding Data
•
•
•
•
•
•

5A*- C (inc EM)
5A* - G (inc EM)
A & A* Grades
Ebacc

Are we on target?
Who are the students? Name them
How do you know their work is A* standard?
How are they being monitored?
Is there anyone at risk? Name them
Exceeding target? Name them

What are we
looking at this
afternoon?

Name

Target May 2013
Use a variety of
author's use of language connectives
Spelling - common
Capital letters in the right
place
Baran words
Expand and develop EXP
pick right quote +
Dylan expand Exp
paragraphs & spelling
Spelling - common
Capital letters in the right
words
place
Elliot
handwriting
Franklin there vs their vs they're flow between paragraphs author's use of language
George handwriting
basic punctuation
Jamaine 's / didn't used wrongly
Jonas there vs their vs they're openers not just 'I'
Use apostrophe
Spelling - common words
accurately
Kane
quote selection and '
Spelling - common
words
Katie
use sub clause & commas PEE - explanation
unnecessary CL & missing 's
and 't
Leo
there vs their vs they're vary openers - not I
Use high level
Lola
punctuation
reduce use of try diff sentence types
Use a variety of
connectives
Lucy
Spelling - common
Mahir words & homophones breaks up words without - stop using a lot
Use a variety of
Use a variety of connectives
Marco author's use of language connectives
Annie

vary openers

`

spelling

their instead of there
Lang devices

Exam results and Interventions
• Diagnose and Intervene

• Raising the profile of Mandarin
in school
• Building a Team
• Teaching and Learning
• Monitoring and Evaluation

• Exam results and
Interventions

10th Annual Chinese Conference
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What we have
discussed this
afternoon?

• Raising the profile of Mandarin
in schools
• Building a Team
• Teaching and Learning
• Monitoring and Evaluation
• Exam results and Interventions

Jennifer Buster
St Mary Magdalene Academy
Assistant Director of Learning
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